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This paper explores a new risk-hedged approach for re-routing air traffic around forecast convective
weather. In this work, flying through a more likely weather instantiation is considered to pose a
higher level of risk. Current operational practice strategically plans re-routes to avoid only the
most likely (highest risk) weather instantiation, and then tactically makes any necessary adjustments
as the weather evolves. The risk-hedged approach strategically plans re-routes by minimizing the
risk-adjusted path length, incorporating multiple possible weather instantiations with associated
likelihoods (risks). The resulting model is transparent and is readily analyzed for realism and
treated with well-understood shortest-path algorithms. Risk-hedged re-routes are computed for
some example weather instantiations. The main result is that in some scenarios, relative to an
operational-practice proxy solution, the risk-hedged solution provides the benefits of lower risk as
well as shorter path length. In other scenarios, the benefits of the risk-hedged solution are ambiguous,
because the solution is characterized by a tradeoff between risk and path length. The risk-hedged
solution can be executed in those scenarios where it provides a clear benefit over current operational
practice.

I.

Introduction

Nominal flight routes are typically determined by the aircraft operators (e.g., airline dispatchers) based on
their preferences such as wind-favorable routing, while conforming with the structure of existing jet routes and
pre-defined spatial constraints such as airspace reserved for military operations. This route, essentially a sequence
of latitude/longitude waypoints, is transmitted to the air traffic service provider (ATSP) via the flight plan filed by
the aircraft operator for each flight. If bad weather is forecast along the user-preferred route, the ATSP will re-route
the affected aircraft around the weather-impacted airspace. Local re-routes may also be required to avoid congested
airspace. This re-routing function of the ATSP is one aspect of Traffic Flow Management (TFM) [1, 2]. A more
detailed description of TFM and current practices can be found in [3].
Research on various aspects of TFM has been conducted for the past several decades; see [4] for a high-level
review in the broad context of Air Traffic Management (ATM). Works focused on addressing air traffic congestion
include Refs. [5–8]. Works that include weather among the uncertainties affecting traffic management and congestion
include [3] and [9–16]. The combinatorial nature of routing problems is manifest in most of these works through the
use of discrete optimization models. An automated system called Dynamic Arrival Routes, designed for re-routing
arrival flights around adverse weather regions that occur before the flight’s freeze horizon [17], is described in [18].
This paper focuses on the problem of re-routing air traffic around strong convective weather affecting large
volumes of airspace adversely. Standard TFM practice is to design such re-routes without explicit consideration of
aircraft-to-aircraft separation requirements; the separation is implicitly enforced by ensuring that local airspace units
(called sectors; see [4]) are not overloaded so that sector controllers are able to maintain aircraft-to-aircraft separation.
A class of auto-regressive models for the automatic prediction of sector demands is proposed in [13].
Since a large number of aircraft must be re-routed a substantial distance away from their nominal (i.e., preferred)
routes, traffic flow managers typically need to make re-routing decisions several hours in advance. However, due to
the dynamic nature of convective weather events, weather forecast products with look-ahead times of several hours
have significant uncertainties associated with their forecasts. An important objective of TFM is to maximize flight
efficiency (e.g., minimize path stretching for re-routes) while maintaining flight safety. Hence current operational
practice is to plan strategically for the most likely (highest-risk) weather event, and then tactically make any necessary
adjustments as the weather evolves.
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Figure 1: Two weather instantiations, with the respective occurrence risks 70% and 30%. Two possible
re-routings are shown in two colors.
As a simple illustrative example (shown in Figure 1), consider two possible instantiations of convective weather
forecasts, each represented by a region of airspace, with occurrence risks of 70% and 30%. As stated above, current
operational practice (shown in magenta in the Figure) for this scenario would be to strategically re-route around the
70% region while penetrating the 30% region, and then tactically re-route around the 30% region if it materializes
instead. At the other extreme, a “guaranteed”, or deterministically safe, solution (shown in green) would be to
re-route around both regions, but this would come at the expense of additional path length for this highly conservative
re-routing. In this paper we explore an alternative re-routing strategy called risk hedging which seeks to minimize
the risk-adjusted path length. In the context of the illustrative example above, this hedged re-routing may penetrate a
smaller portion of the 30% region at the expense of a slightly longer path length, thereby softening the large path-length
penalty of a tactical re-route should the 30% region materialize.
The model used herein, including the specification of the inputs (weather forecasts and the corresponding risk
coefficients), the desired output, and the problem statement, are given in Section II. The analysis in Section III shows
that the solution space of the problem turns out to have a well-understood geometric structure. This analysis includes
a proof that there exist scenarios in which the risk-hedged solution outperforms current operational practice in both
risk reduction and path length economy. The algorithm used herein for solving the problem is outlined and given as
a flowchart in Section IV. Numerical solutions to a sample of instances of the problem are shown and analyzed in
Section V.

II.

The model and problem statement

A. Weather forecast characteristics
A forecast, several hours into the future, of the evolution of convective weather is needed for strategic planning of
re-routes that avoid high-intensity weather regions. Currently available aviation weather forecast products typically
provide a single (deterministic) instantiation of future weather at each of a series of look-ahead times. However,
the Collaborative Convective Forecast Product currently provides up to two such instantiations: low-confidence (25 49%) and high-confidence (50 - 100%). Some aspects of air traffic management decision-making subject to weather
uncertainties are covered in Refs. [19–22].
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The far-term research reported here assumes the availability of a (yet to be developed) ensemble weather forecast
product that provides multiple potential instantiations (their total number denoted here by Nw ) of future weather,
indexed by the symbol w. These instantiations can be thought to arise in the following manner. A currently known
impassable weather region will evolve by moving and deforming. After some look-ahead time, T , the region will
assume a new shape and a new spatial position, becoming a new region, which is regarded here as a possible future
(at time T ) weather instantiation. The evolution, however, cannot be predicted with certainty. Instead, a forecast will
provide Nw mutually exclusive possible weather instantiations expected at T . Each instantiation w (the corresponding
spatial region will be denoted by Bw ) is accompanied by a nonnegative scalar (αw ) that is a measure of confidence
that the associated instantiation will actually occur. Regions Bw can overlap.
In this work, flying through a more likely weather instantiation is considered to pose a higher level of risk. Hence,
a forecast’s confidence measure is considered to indicate the risk of flying through the associated weather region, and
αw is called the risk coefficient of w. For a given set of potential weather instantiations,
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w = 1, 2, . . . , NW ,

(1)

the associated risk coefficients may or may not add up to unity depending on the characteristics of the forecast
methodology. If the “raw” risk coefficients do not add up to unity, they are normalized by their sum, and are henceforth
assumed always to satisfy
Nw
X
αw = 1, each αw nonnegative.
(2)
w=1

The role of the weather instantiation w in the model will be specified below. To summarize the above notation: for
weather instantiation w, symbol Bw denotes the corresponding spatial region (impassable to flights), while symbol
αw denotes the corresponding risk coefficient.
B. Risk-adjusted cost of a re-route
The cost function will be defined by first defining a risk field which assigns a scalar P (x) to each point x in the airspace
(here x is a coordinate vector, of dimension 2 or 3, specifying a location in the airspace), as follows. For each weather
instantiation w from among (1), let Bw denote the region of the airspace affected by that weather instantiation, and let
Iw (x) be the indicator function for Bw :

1 if x lies in Bw
Iw (x) =
0 otherwise.
PNw
It follows that w=1 αw Iw (x) is the sum of all the risk coefficients of those regions Bw that contain x and can,
therefore, be interpreted as the “total exposure to the risk of adverse weather at x.” This exposure is zero if x lies
outside of all the Bw ’s.
Define the risk field P (x) to have, at x, the value
P (x) =

1
1−

PNw

w=1

αw Iw (x)

.

(3)

In particular, if x lies outside of all the Bw ’s, then P (x) = 1; otherwise, P (x) > 1. If all the Bw ’s have a common
point x, then P (x) = +∞. These properties of P (x) are instrumental in the computation of optimal paths, described
below, where P (x) is used to assign cost to the candidate segments for a sought re-routing: the segments of infinite
PNw
cost will be correctly interpreted as categorically unsuitable for flying. The quantity w=1
αw Iw (x) does not have
this property. A notional example illustrating the behavior of P is shown in Figure 2; in particular, since there is
no point common to all the weather regions, P never attains the infinite value. For the point x shown, P (x) =
1/(1 − (0.2 + 0.5)) = 3.33.
If an aircraft is to fly a route, parameterized by arc length s in the form x(s), from an initial point xin to a final
point xfi in the airspace, then the risk-adjusted cost of flying an elemental arc length ds at s is defined as
P (x(s)) ds,
and the risk-adjusted cost of flying the re-routing path is, consequently, the integral
Z
P (x(s)) ds.
path
This definition of cost immediately implies that the aircraft’s cost of flying the route:
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(4)

• is at least as large as the geometric length of the route (when none of the route is affected by weather, one has
P = 1 along the entire route), and
• is the higher, the more the risk of encountering adverse weather along the route.
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Figure 2: An illustration of the behavior of P for a case of Nw = 3 possible weather instantiations.

C. Problem statement
The central problem of this paper, to determine a re-routing that minimizes the adjusted risk, is as follows.
Risk-Hedged Re-routing Problem:
Given
• prescribed initial and final positions in the airspace, xin and xfi , and
• a collection (1) of the possible weather instantiations w, each accompanied by a risk coefficient αw and the
region Bw affected by weather w, and with the risk coefficients satisfying (2),
find a path from xin to xfi that minimizes the cost, (4).

III.

Insight into the structure of optimal solutions

The statements made in this section about the solutions to the problem of Section II.C hold if each weather region
Bw has a sufficiently smooth (e.g., piecewise differentiable) boundary without self-intersections.
That P is piecewise constant, can be seen directly from its definition (3). Therefore, the problem of Section II.C is
equivalent to the following optics problem: find the fastest route a ray of light will take from xin to xfi if the regions
where P is constant represent media with different light permittivity indices; namely, the speed of light propagation in
a constancy region that contains a point x is equal to 1/P (x). By Fermat’s Principle of Least Time [23], such a route
is piecewise linear. In particular, its portion contained in a region of the airspace in which P is constant is always a
linear segment. Therefore, the solutions to the problem of Section II.C are piecewise linear trajectories, linear inside
each constancy region. The piecewise linear geometry of the solutions will be instrumental in the numerical algorithm,
given in Section IV, for solving the problem of Section II.C: the algorithm will at the outset seek solutions which are
piecewise linear.
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If a risk-hedged solution never outperformed the operational practice in both risk and path length, the benefits
of considering risk-hedging would be highly questionable: one would at best be facing a tradeoff decision between
risk and path length. The numerical results in Section V (and other numerical results, not included here) exhibit
cases where the approximate (i.e., computed using the algorithm in Section IV) risk-hedged solution outperforms the
operational practice in both risk and path length. This empirical evidence, however, does not prove conclusively that
the exact risk-hedged solution can so outperform the operational practice. The rest of this section is such a proof.
A conceptual simplistic example, constructed solely for the purpose of the proof, is shown in Figure 3. It depicts
a situation with Nw = 2 weather regions, with the respective risk coefficients α1 and α2 satisfying α2 > α1 . The
two regions (chosen rectangular for simplicity of exposition and computation) share a boundary segment and have
dimensions l-by-2m and a-by-2m. Furthermore, we choose the parameter m large enough that the risk-hedged
solution (the one minimizing (4)) is the rectilinear segment from xin to xfi (shown in blue in Figure 3), as opposed to
being a shortest path that goes around one or both weather regions.

a

l

α1

α2

m

xin
xfi

m

Figure 3: Proof that cases exist with risk-hedging having clear advantage.
The risk-hedged solution has path length
Lrisk-hedged = l + a
and carries risk
Rrisk-hedged = α1 l + α2 a.
Neither of the last two expressions involves m. A path corresponding to the current operational practice (shown in
magenta in the Figure) has path length
p
Loperational practice = l2 + m2 + a + m
PNw

αw Iw (x) along the path)
p
Roperational practice = α1 l2 + m2 .

and carries risk (defined as the integral of

w=1
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A direct inspection shows that m can be chosen sufficiently large to have
Lrisk-hedged < Loperational practice

IV.

and

Rrisk-hedged < Roperational practice .

An Algorithm to Solve the Risk-Hedged Re-routing Problem

A. The Computational Approach
The problem of Section II.C is a special case of the Eikonal equation [24],
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1
grad minimal cost of getting from the current state x to xfi = 1,
P (x)
which describes a number of physical propagation phenomena; for example, light propagation (see Section III).
The problem belongs to a broader class of optimal control problems, which have been treated by many numerical
algorithms, including those in Refs. [25–29]. The problem of Section II.C is a special case of a minimal-time control
problem in that the adverse weather regions Bw are finitely many simple polygons. The algorithm given in Section
IV.C, below, for solving it is, essentially, an approximation which is a special case of Dynamic Programming [30].
A more complicated structure of P (x) can introduce additional computational difficulties into the use of Dynamic
Programming; e.g., make the choice of a suitable mesh discretization more problematic.
The numerical approach here was chosen for its simplicity (aided further by the open-source availability of suitable
software libraries), and not necessarily for best computational speed. Computational efficiency plays only a supporting
role in this work, which is concerned mainly with a research investigation of the traffic re-routing problem under
weather uncertainty. Nevertheless, as the approach will make direct use of Dijkstra’s shortest-path algorithm [31, 32],
shortest paths will be computed with the efficiency of Dijkstra’s algorithm.
B. Assumptions and Their Implications for the Algorithm
A subset C of the airspace such that P is constant on C and non-constant on any bigger set that contains C, will be
called a constancy region of P . Thus, P is constant on a constancy region, but not on any bigger set that contains
a constancy region. The constancy region on which P is equal to 1 is the complement of the union of all the Bw ’s.
The concept of a constancy region is illustrated notionally in Figure 4; P has five constancy regions, whose values are
shown (to two decimal places).
If follows from the above that two constancy regions either have no common points or share one or more boundary
pointsa (but cannot have overlaps). If a point x lies on the boundary of two or more constancy regions, then P (x) is
taken to be the smallest of all the constant values corresponding to those regions (because the aircraft can avoid the
risk at x by going slightly into the safest adjacent constancy region).
Henceforth, assume every Bw is a polygonb , generally non-convex, and with no two distinct sides having a
common point except possibly a common endpoint. It follows that every constancy region of P is a polygonal region (a
region with a piecewise linear boundary). A constancy region that is bounded will be referred to as a weather-affected
constancy polygon (of P ). Weather-affected constancy polygons are illustrated in Figure 5, which shows Nw = 3
weather instantiations and are seven weather-affected constancy polygons, each shown in a shade of gray.
The following list sums up the aforementioned properties of the problem of Section II.C and adds some new ones:
• The risk field P (x) is piecewise constant.
• Since the regions Bw are polygons and not, for instance, more complicated closed contours with many inflections,
the risk field P (x) has relatively (to Nw ) few weather-affected constancy polygons.
• The weather-affected constancy polygons of P (x) are, indeed, polygons (because the Bw ’s are) and are
generally nonconvex.
• The polygonal shape of a weather-affected constancy polygon allows it to be triangulated.
• The problem is isotropic (i.e., the cost P (x) depends on the current state x only, and not on the instantaneous
direction of the path through x), hence allows treatment by a Dijkstra-like algorithm.
aA

boundary point of a set need not belong to the set.
bounded region with a “sufficiently nice” boundary can be, in a suitable sense, approximated by a polygon. Such approximations, however,
require an analysis of numerical convergence and stability.
bA
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P = 3.33
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P = 1.25

P = 2.0

P = 1.4
P = 1.0

Figure 4: An illustration of the constancy regions of P for the example shown in Figure 2.

Figure 5: An example with Nw = 3 possible weather instantiations.
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C. Algorithm Overview and Flowchart
The algorithm proceeds as follows. Given an instance of the problem of Section II.C, it first computes the weather-affected
constancy polygons of the risk field P . It then computes the set of points where each point is either xin , or xfi , or a
vertex of a weather-affected constancy polygon. This set is triangulated so as to retain all the boundary segments of all
the weather-affected constancy polygons (a conforming triangulation). An example of such a triangulation is shown
in Figure 6; the triangulation segments (shown dashed) corresponding to the polygon boundaries are kept slightly out
from the polygon, to avoid computing routes that skirt an adverse weather region.
Depending on the geometry of the adverse weather regions Bw , the triangulation carried out in the algorithm (see
the flowchart in Figure 7) may yield a mesh too crude to give a good approximation to the solution of the problem of
Section II.C. This issue can be addressed in a number of ways, including:

• post-processing the approximately computed risk-hedged path to increase optimality and smoothness.

10

0

y-distance (nmi)
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• modifying the algorithm to include further refinements of the triangulation, which can be repeated until a suitable
tolerance condition is met, and

xin

xfi

−10

−20

−30

−40
0

20

40

60

80

100

x-distance (nmi)
Figure 6: Two polygons Bw (solid gray) and the corresponding triangulation (dashed).
The calculated triangulation has two properties, essential to the algorithm: (a) the nodes include the points xin ,
fi
x , and all vertices of all the weather-affected constancy polygons of P , and (b) the value of P remains constant along
each link (side of a triangle) of the triangulation. By treating the triangulation as an undirected graph, in which node
xfi is reachable from node xin (because of property (a)), and by assigning to each link the cost equal to the product
(length of link) (value of P on link),

(5)

which by property (b) is the exact value of integral (4) along the link, one obtains a weighted graph [32]. The problem
of finding, in this graph, a path from xin to xfi of minimal total cost (weight) is a shortest-path problem [32] whose
solutions approximate those of the problem of Section II.C. These solutions are approximate because they are based
on a triangulated mesh which discretizes the infinitely-many waypoints available for re-routing and thereby restricts
the class of possible paths. This shortest-path problem can be solved by a suitable algorithm.
The flowchart of the algorithm is shown in Figure 7. The two blocks shown in gray require a number of iterations,
unknown at the outset, that depends on the layout of polygons Bw . Throughout the algorithm, maintain the initially
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empty set of points called “Nodes”, and the initially empty set called “Links” of unordered pairs of points from Nodes.
In addition to these sets, initialize another empty one and call it “Weather Affected Constancy Vertices.”
D. Computational Costs of the Algorithm
Among the first segments inserted into Links are the sides of the weather-affected constancy polygons of P .
Consequently, these segments (possibly broken up into subsegments) remain in Links throughout the algorithm
and remain potential parts of an optimal routing.
The computational cost of the algorithm depends on the relative positions of the polygons Bw (the more intersections,
the more iterations between the two blocks shown in gray in Figure 7) and on the amount of computation spent on
the triangulation (which can vary depending on the type of triangulation sought). The shortest-path computation has
well-known computational costs; e.g., O(|Nodes|2 ) if Dijkstra’s algorithm is used.
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V.

Numerical Examples

A. Behavior of Risk-hedged Solutions with Risk Coefficients Varied
The two panels of Figure 8 show the same set of three weather regions Bw , with the risk coefficients varying from
panel to panel, and the corresponding risk-hedged solutions (paths shown in blue) computed using the above algorithm.
The border thickness shown for a region is proportional to the region’s risk coefficient, whose value is shown in the
interior of the region. The triangulation was refined locally to have each link of length at most 5 nmi; namely, each
link longer than 5 nmi and with at least one endpoint on the last computed risk-hedged path was halved, and the entire
network was re-triangulated, keeping the previously present edges. The discretization errors that result for this degree
of coarseness (see the second paragraph of Section IV.C) are manifest in both panels: the computed paths have cusps
that add length without reducing risk.
In Figure 8, the region with the highest risk is the polygon in the middle. A southerly deviation around this
polygon has less path length than a northerly deviation does. In panel (A), the risk-hedged solution avoids the 65%
polygon while penetrating a portion of the 5% polygon, because the southerly deviation is shorter and penetrates only
a very-low-risk region. In panel (B), the risk-hedged solution avoids the 60% polygon, while penetrating a portion of
the 10% polygon. Although a southerly deviation would be shorter, it would penetrate a substantial portion of the 30%
polygon, resulting in a very high risk-adjusted path length.
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Initialize the set
Weather Affected Constancy Polygons
to consist of the polygons Bw , where
w = 1, . . . , Nw .
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Weather Affected Constancy Polygons
contains (at least) two overlapping
polygons, Q1 and Q2 . Remove them from
Weather Affected Constancy Polygons
and insert into this set the three polygons:
Do any two polygons in
Weather Affected Constancy Polygons
share a non-boundary point?

Yes

• Q1 ∩ Q2 ,
• closurec of (Q1 \ Q2 ),
• closure of (Q2 \ Q1 ).
c
To take “the closure of a set” means to add
to the set all of its boundary points; for details, see
Ref. [33, Definition 2.37].

No

Insert the vertices of all the polygons in
Weather Affected Constancy Polygons into
Weather Affected Constancy Vertices.

Insert into Nodes the points xin , and
xfi , and all the points from the set
Weather Affected Constancy Vertices.

Triangulate the set Nodes, conforming to the
segments Links. (I.e., every segment from Links
is either present in the triangulation or partitioned
into subsegments each of which is present in the
triangulation.) Refine the triangulation as needed.
Update Links (should contain all the triangle sides)
and Nodes accordingly.

To each link in set Links, assign cost (5); it is the
exact value of integral (4) along the link.

The undirected graph with node set Nodes, arc
set Links, and the costs assigned to the links,
allows one to compute a shortest path (e.g., using
Dijkstra’s algorithm) from xin to xfi . Such a path
gives a desired routing.
Figure 7: The flowchart for the algorithm. Gray blocks: iteration required.
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Figure 8: How a risk-hedged solution responds to changes in risk coefficients.

B. Cost-benefit analysis of risk-hedged solutions
The numerical results of this subsection were generated as follows. For an instance of the problem of Section II.C, three
different optimizations were carried out to compute the following three paths: a shortest path clear of all the weather
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Table 1: The three paths examined numerically in Section V.
path definition

path term

label in the Figure legend

a shortest path that avoids the interior of all
the regions Bw

a deterministically safe path

deterministically safe

a path that minimizes the risk-adjusted
re-routing cost (4)

the risk-hedged path

risk-hedged

a shortest path that avoids the interior of the
region Bw with the highest risk coefficient
αw (assumed unique)

proxy for
practice

current

operational

operational practice

regions Bw (the safest, but likely the most costly in path length), a path that minimizes risk-adjusted re-routing cost
(4), and a shortest path that is clear of that weather region Bw with the highest risk coefficient αw (the risk coefficients
were chosen to be all distinct). These three types of paths are summarized in Table 1. The risk-hedged solutions
are computed approximately using the algorithm given in Section IV. The triangulation was refined locally (near the
solution path) to have each link of length at most 5 nmi, as described in Subsection A. The effects of the discretization
error (see the second paragraph of Section IV.C) resulting from this degree of coarseness are discussed below. The
deterministically safe and current-practice solutions are computed exactly.
Figures 9 through 11 show three instances of the problem of Section II.C. These instances differ in the set of the
possible weather instantiations and in the values of the risk coefficients. Each of these Figures shows:
• in the top panel, the regions Bw (the border thickness shown for a region is proportional to the region’s risk
coefficient), their corresponding risk coefficients, and the three paths defined in Table 1;
• in the bottom panel, the three data points corresponding to the three paths defined in Table 1, each data point of
the format:

PNw
Ordinate: the risk incurred by the path; i.e., the integral of w=1
αw Iw (x) along the path, 
(6)

Abscissa: savings in path length (defined below), relative to the deterministically safe path.
The length savings provided by a path relative to the deterministically safe path is defined as


the length of the deterministically safe path
− 1.
the length of the path in question
The insights one gains from these Figures are as follows.
In Figure 9, the computed risk-hedged re-route is both shorter and less risky than the current operational practice
(in the bottom panel, marker is below and to the right of marker ), hence has an unambiguous advantage. The
discretization error does not seem to have affected the optimality of the computed risk-hedged path.
In Figure 10, the computed risk-hedged route is less risky, but has a higher path length, than the current operational
practice. A choice between the two paths involves a tradeoff. The discretization error that results from the coarseness
of the mesh is manifest in the computed path (show in blue, in the top panel) in the form of clearly unnecessary cusps,
which add path length without reducing risk. By replacing appropriate portions in the shown approximation of the
risk-hedged path with rectilinear segments (e.g., the portion from the Eastern boundary of the 0.3 polygon to xfi ), it
is possible to obtain a new approximation with no greater risk and with shorter path length. Such an approximation
would be an improvement on that shown. Consequently, for the exact risk-hedged solution, the bottom panel of Figure
10 would show marker farther to the right of the shown position, indicating an increase in the path-length savings.
In Figure 11, the computed risk-hedged route is more risky, but requires a shorter route, than the current operational
practice. A choice between the two paths involves a tradeoff. The discretization error that results from the coarseness
of the mesh is manifest in the computed path (show in blue, in the top panel) in the form of clearly unnecessary cusps,
which add path length without reducing risk. By replacing appropriate portions in the shown approximation of the
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risk-hedged path with rectilinear segments (e.g., the portion from the Eastern boundary of the 0.1 polygon to xfi ), it
is possible to obtain a new approximation with no greater risk and with shorter path length. Such an approximation
would be an improvement on that shown. Consequently, for the exact risk-hedged solution, the bottom panel of Figure
10 would show marker farther to the right of the shown position.
These results and insights can be summarized as follows:
• There exist instances of the problem of Section II.C in which (in the terminology of Table 1) the risk-hedged
solution outperforms the current operational practice in both the path length (which approximates the flight
cost) and in risk. (One such instance is shown in Figure 9.) In such instances, a risk-hedged path is clearly
advantageous to the current operational practice.
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• In all other instances (for a representative sample, Figures 10 and 11; compare the relative positions of the circle
and the triangle in the bottom panel), one faces a tradeoff between risk and operational cost, for which the
authors have no unambiguous interpretation.
• The preceding two bullets together suggest the following rule of thumb: choose the hedged path if it outperforms
the current operational practice in both risk and operational cost, and choose the latter path otherwise.
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Figure 9: Top panel: a problem instance with the three paths described in Table 1. Bottom panel: a scatter plot
of metrics for the three paths.
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Figure 10: Top panel: a problem instance with the three paths described in Table 1. Bottom panel: a scatter
plot of metrics for the three paths.
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Figure 11: Top panel: a problem instance with the three paths described in Table 1. Bottom panel: a scatter
plot of metrics for the three paths.

VI.

Conclusion

A new risk-hedged approach for re-routing aircraft around convective weather has been presented. This approach
seeks to minimize the risk-adjusted path length, given multiple possible weather instantiations with associated
likelihoods/risks of occurrence. The resulting re-routing path generally avoids most of the highest-risk weather
instantiation while possibly penetrating small regions of lower-risk weather instantiations. This is in contrast to current
operational practice of designing re-routing paths to completely avoid the weather instantiation posing the substantially
highest risk without regard for lower-risk weather instantiations. Both approaches provide a nominal strategic solution,
with tactical adjustments made as necessary if the weather manifests itself differently than anticipated. However, the
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hedged solution also anticipates and (partially) accounts for lower-risk weather instantiations.
Risk-hedged re-routes are analyzed for some example weather instantiations, using metrics of path length and path
risk. The main result is that in some scenarios, relative to an operational-practice proxy solution, the risk-hedged
solution provides the benefits of lower risk as well as shorter path length. In other scenarios, the benefits of the
risk-hedged solution are ambiguous, because the solution is characterized by a tradeoff between risk and path length.
The risk-hedged solution can be executed in those scenarios where it provides a clear benefit over current operational
practice.
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